Benefits of international diversification: The case of Pacific Basin stock markets

The benefits are substantial.

Warren Bailey and Rene M. Stulz

Recent international diversification literature uses monthly data from foreign stock markets to make the point that American investors should hold foreign stocks to reduce the variance of a portfolio of domestic stocks without reducing its expected return. While this claim is the source of some debate, it has come to be believed that a well-managed equity portfolio should include positions in foreign stocks.

At the same time, little research has been produced that investigates the benefits of diversifying into the markets of the Pacific Basin. This article estimates these benefits using daily dollar returns for indexes from these markets. We also discuss the problems that arise in using daily returns to estimate the benefits from international diversification.

The issue of diversifying into Pacific Basin markets is interesting for a number of reasons. As a group, these markets have a capitalization that exceeds the capitalization of the European markets and is not too different from the capitalization of the United States markets. Although not all of these markets are equally open to foreign investors, they are rapidly becoming more accessible. The economies of most of the Pacific Basin countries generally have been healthy even when Western economies were in cyclical downturns. All this suggests that diversifying into the economies of these countries is likely to improve portfolio performance. Our analysis finds that these benefits are indeed substantial.

A superficial study of Pacific Basin markets could lead to an overly optimistic assessment of the diversification gains they provide. First, the benefits of international diversification are much lower if one compares Pacific Basin indexes to previous-day U.S. returns, instead of comparing same-day returns for both U.S. and Pacific Basin indexes. This is because U.S. returns typically lead rather than lag Pacific Basin returns. With same-day returns, part of the U.S. return accrues after the Pacific Basin markets close; with U.S. returns lagged one day, part of the Pacific Basin return accrues after the U.S. markets close. Whether one uses same-day U.S. returns or lagged U.S. returns, the measurement intervals for the returns overlap by a similar number of hours, so that there is no good reason to prefer one approach instead of the other on theoretical grounds.

Second, because Pacific Basin stock returns do not follow a random walk, it turns out that the benefits of international diversification decrease as the returns are computed over a longer holding period. This is because U.S. and Pacific Basin stock price movements are more closely related if one uses weekly or monthly data rather than daily data.

Although not all of the Pacific Basin markets have turnover taxes, limited liquidity, and barriers to international investment that cause the observed re-
Our study uses daily U.S. dollar returns for nine Pacific Basin stock market indexes and the U.S. S&P 500 index from the beginning of January 1977 to the end of December 1985. For each Pacific Basin country, we use a major broad-based index published in that country and use daily exchange rates to compute returns in U.S. currency. The indexes are:

1. The Australian All-Ordinaries Share Price Index.
2. The Japan Nikkei Dow 225 Index.
3. The Malaysia Industries and Commercials Index, which is an index of selected stocks. We have been unable to find a precise description of how it is computed.
4. The Philippines Manila Mining Index, a weighted average of the last daily transaction prices for nine mining shares. The weights are determined by the par values of the shares.
5. The Singapore's All Share Index. This is a capitalization-weighted index of virtually all shares traded on the exchange. At the end of our sample period, about 275 shares were trading on the exchange.
6. The South Korea Composite Index. Until the beginning of 1989, the index is an unweighted average of prices of stocks listed on the Korean stock market. Starting with 1989, the index is a capitalization-weighted index of all common stocks listed on the exchange.
7. The Taiwan Weighted Index, which is a value-weighted index of virtually all shares traded. One hundred forty-one companies were listed on the Taiwan stock exchange at the end of 1987.
8. The Thailand Stock Exchange Index. This is a value-weighted index of all listed securities. At the end of 1987, 102 shares were traded on the stock exchange.

In 1985, the capitalization of the Tokyo stock exchange was in excess of a trillion U.S. dollars. Except for Australia, with a capitalization of about 80 billion U.S. dollars, the other Pacific Basin markets had a capitalization smaller than 50 billion dollars each.

Many of these markets have explicit restrictions on stock purchases by foreign investors; some have no restriction on stock purchases but do have restrictions on foreign exchange transactions. Investors can perform international investment through funds investing in country funds traded in the U.S. for many, but not all, of these countries.

The Hong Kong market is, however, fully open to foreign investors. The markets of Australia, Japan, Malaysia, and Singapore are almost as open as the Hong Kong market; they have been reducing restrictions on foreign investment over the last few years, and what restrictions remain are generally not binding. Both the Philippines and Thailand have severe restrictions for foreign investors. Over our sample period, foreign investors were able to buy stocks from the Philippines but at times found it difficult to repatriate the proceeds from sales of stocks. Finally, investments in individual stocks in Korea and Taiwan are typically prohibited for foreigners, but country funds traded in the U.S. are available for both countries.

Table 1 presents summary statistics on the dollar returns from these markets. A dollar return can be low even if the index increased dramatically in local currency if that currency depreciated relative to the dollar. The first column presents the average annualized returns; the returns do not depend on the measurement interval, so that they are the same whether measured daily, weekly, or monthly.

Not surprisingly, the returns performed the best among these markets. Its annualized average dollar return over the sample period is almost twice that of the S&P 500. The Philippines index is the worst performer, with a dramatic -27.40% annualized average return and a standard deviation of return that is almost twice the standard deviation of the return of the S&P 500. Australia, Malaysia, Korea, and Thailand also perform poorly compared individually with the S&P 500; each had a lower average return and a higher volatility than the S&P 500.

For each index, we provide standard deviations computed using daily, weekly, and monthly returns. The S&P 500 standard deviation is the smallest standard deviation. Standard deviations should be the same regardless of the measurement interval if the indexes follow a random walk. The fact that standard deviations differ with the measurement interval indicates that the random walk hypothesis often does not hold for the indexes in our sample. For some, the largest standard deviation is the one computed using monthly returns, while for others it is the one computed with weekly returns.

The relation among the three standard deviations for an index depends on the nature of the departure from the random walk hypothesis. For instance, negative autocorrelations in daily returns would produce a lower estimate of the annualized standard deviation computed with monthly returns than with daily returns. This is because one day's unexpected return is partly offset by returns on subsequent days.

The last column of Table 1 provides the first order daily autocorrelation for each index. This autocorrelation measures how today's return is related to yesterday's return. If the random walk hypothesis holds, yesterday's return should not be helpful in predicting today's return. The autocorrelations with an asterisk are those that are larger in absolute value than one would expect if the random walk hypothesis holds. Some countries have significant positive first order autocorrelations; others do not. For six of the nine Pacific Basin markets, however, the random walk hypothesis does not hold.

**THE GAIN FROM DIVERSIFICATION**

The simplest way to measure the benefit of international diversification is to estimate how much international diversification can reduce the variance of a U.S. portfolio without changing its mean. For an investor holding the maximum of international diversified index, the expected benefit from international diversification over the holding period.

The extent to which the variance can be reduced depends on the absolute values of the foreign indexes, their correlation with the U.S. index, and on their mean returns. If foreign indexes have similar variances and mean returns as the S&P 500, the benefits of international diversification are obviously greater if these indexes have a low correlation with the S&P 500. If stock indexes do not move together, one index is more likely to do well while another one does poorly; as a result, the variance of the diversified portfolio is smaller.

Table 2 gives correlations of the dollar returns of Pacific Basin stock markets with the return of the S&P 500 index. We compute these correlations in four ways. First, we compute the correlations using same calendar day returns for all indexes. That is, a Tuesday return for Japan is matched to a Tuesday return for the U.S. A Tuesday return is computed from the close of trading on Monday to the close of trading on Tuesdays. As a result of time differences across markets, the Tuesday return for Japan is known before the U.S. stock market opens on Tuesday.

Second, we compute the correlations using the U.S. return lagged one day. Consequently, a Tuesday return in Japan is matched with a Monday return in the U.S. In this way, the U.S. return is known when the Japanese market opens.

Third, we compute the correlations using weekly returns, and fourth, with monthly returns. Obviously, for weekly or monthly returns the time differences between the markets are not important. For daily returns, however, there is no way to match exactly the calendar times over which returns are measured, and both ways of matching daily returns imply that the Pacific Basin market's measurement period overlaps the S&P 500 returns measurement period for about twelve hours on average.

In Table 2, it is clear that for daily returns the correlations are dramatically different if one uses same-day or lagged U.S. returns. The explanation for this result is straightforward. Recent work shows that the American markets lead the Pacific Basin markets. This means that knowledge of changes in U.S. indexes is useful to predict returns on Pacific Basin markets, but not vice versa. Previous-day U.S. returns
contain information about next-day Pacific Basin returns, which are, consequently, more highly correlated with these returns than with same-day U.S. returns.

Consider, however, that investors are interested in the long-run performance of their portfolio. Using same-day returns to compute how much markets move together understates the comovement of markets from a long-run perspective because the next-day Pacific Basin stock movements will be related to today's U.S. stock movements.

Table 2 indicates that the longer the measurement interval, the more closely the Pacific Basin stocks move with the U.S. stocks. There are at least two explanations for this phenomenon.

First, the returns for the various markets are not truly contemporaneous; our measurement understates the true correlations because the returns are observed at different calendar times and hence contain different information. For instance, using a one-day correlation, the Japanese yen returns accrue before the opening of the market in the U.S. for that day, and hence the U.S. return incorporates information that is not incorporated in the Pacific basin stock returns used to compute the correlations.

Second, although autocorrelation patterns across countries make it difficult to estimate how stock price movements are related across countries. To compute the true relation between stock price changes across countries, one should subtract from the unadjusted return the return that can be predicted based on past price changes. If one does not proceed in this way, estimates of comovements in stock returns are based on unexpected returns measured with noise and are biased. For example, the random walk hypothesis holds for weekly and monthly returns than it does for daily returns. This means that it is easier to estimate comovements in stock prices by focusing on the two 5-day periods.

The figure provides four different estimates of the ex post efficient frontier (theoretically) available to investors holding long positions in the Pacific Basin indexes as well as the S&P 500.10] No matter how the frontier is constructed, the S&P 500 is well within the frontier. This means that an investor who holds the S&P 500 can substantially reduce portfolio volatility by reducing S&P 500 holdings and investing more in the Pacific Basin stock markets. The efficient frontier estimated with same-day returns shows that a U.S. investor invested in the S&P 500 portfolio could have decreased the standard deviation of wealth from about 15% to about 6% without changing portfolio allocation to the Pacific Basin countries over the sample period.

The extent of the benefit depends on the extent on how the efficient frontier is computed. If the benefit from international diversification for the U.S. investor is measured using monthly returns, the standard deviation falls by about 12% to about 9%, which is substantially less dramatic. Depending on the measurement interval, we can conclude that the standard deviation is reduced by 50% or by 70%.

These results mean that the benefits of and diversification are substantially larger for a holding period of one day than they are for a holding period of one month or longer. The reason behind the shrinking of the benefits of international diversification over a longer measurement interval is used is the same as the reason for the increase in the correlations across markets as the measurement interval becomes longer. Using a short horizon to compute returns, one uses returns that are noisy. This noise makes the markets look more independent than they truly are. Yet for most investors, the appropriate measure of the benefits from international diversification is the one that applies for a long horizon. For both the U.S. and Pacific Basin markets a poor estimate of the gains from international diversification for investors with holding periods longer than one day.

Studies that examine the benefits of international diversification for a particular sample period are of interest mainly because it is reasonable to believe that such studies have some validity beyond the sample period. That is, an ex post efficient frontier can be viewed as an ex ante efficient frontier for a subsequent period. For estimates derived from monthly data to be reliable, however, a sample period of several years is required. If the distribution of index returns changes over time, the use of daily returns makes it possible to obtain reliable estimates with a short sample.

Our study shows that an efficient frontier estimated with lagged daily U.S. returns is closer to an efficient frontier estimated with monthly data over the same sample period than one estimated with daily returns for all markets.

CONCLUSION

We have used daily dollar returns on Pacific Basin markets to investigate the benefits to U.S. investors of diversifying into these markets. Our analysis shows that benefits are substantial and yet that they are easily overstated, for two statistical reasons.

With monthly data, we show that a U.S. investor holding the S&P 500 index could have reduced the standard deviation of the portfolio by a third by also investing in Pacific Basin stocks. While the risk reduction provided by diversifying into Pacific Basin stocks is substantial, it could be considerably overstated using daily data.

With daily data, the same U.S. investor could have reduced the standard deviation by 50%. The reduction in the annualized portfolio return for both the U.S. and Pacific Basin markets offer a poor estimate of the gains from international diversification for investors with holding periods longer than one day.

These estimates of monthly return gain appear to be more appropriate than simple estimates that use daily or weekly returns. If, however, one has to use daily returns because one believes that the correlations between markets have changed, one should lag the U.S. returns by one day.

Further research should investigate whether adjustments to daily returns that exploit their time series properties provide more efficient estimates of the benefits from international diversification than would monthly returns. We have concentrated on diversification benefits for an investor holding the S&P 500 portfolio. Additional work should investigate the benefits from diversifying into Pacific Basin markets for an investor who holds European stocks.


See Hamou and Masulis [1988], for instance.

See Bailey, Stulz, and Yen [1990] for empirical evidence on the serial correlation in the daily returns for Pacific Basin stock market indexes.


Prior to January 1981, we use the Sydney AS-Share Index. We do not use the return spanning 12/31/80-1/2/91 because the two indexes have a different basis.

Malaysia monitors large foreign investments, while Japan has significant restrictions on the total foreign shareholdings for a number of corporations.

See Lo and McKinnon [1988] for a discussion of how serial correlation in stock returns and variance estimates obtained with different holding periods are related.

Bailey, Stulz, and Yen [1990] provide local currency auto-correlations for Pacific Basin indexes up to ten lags. Typically, some of the smaller order autocorrelations are significant, which differ from the results of this study. A simple test could explain these results. Infrad trading of securities in an index typically will induce positive serial correlation in the index.

We exclude short sales because they would be too costly for most of the indexes included in the sample. A frontier with short sales could be computed and would lead to similar conclusions; the Manila index has to be excluded from the computation, however, because of its large negative correlation with the other indexes. To construct the frontier, we computed points by minimizing portfolio variance subject to a return constraint using the NICON subroutine of the IMSL library.
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FIGURE

EFFICIENT FRONTIER FROM 1977 TO 1985

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of days</th>
<th>Efficient Frontier</th>
<th>Capital Index</th>
<th>Capital Gains</th>
<th>Capital Losses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: These are estimates of the efficient frontier for portfolios consisting of long positions in the S&P 500 and Pacific Basin indexes. The returns are in dollars and are annualized. The efficient frontier is computed in four ways. The leftmost frontier uses same-day returns for all indexes; the second left frontier uses U.S. returns lagged one day; the third frontier uses weekly returns. The rightmost frontier is monthly and only the Philippines and Thailand are not shown here because their average returns are too low to fit in the Figure.